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Abstract
Let G = (V ,E,w) be an n-vertex graph with edge weights w> 0. We propose an algorithm computing all partitions of V into
mincuts of G such that the mincuts in the partitions cannot be partitioned further into mincuts. There are O(n) such ﬁnest mincut
partitions. A mincut is a non-empty proper subset of V such that the total weight of edges with exactly one end in the subset
is minimal. The proposed algorithm exploits the cactus representation of mincuts and has the same time complexity as cactus
construction. An application to the exact solution of the general routing problem is described.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and terminology
In this paper, G = (V ,E,w) is an undirected simple graph with a vector w ∈ RE of positive real edge weights
we > 0 for all e ∈ E. An edge e ∈ E is a 2-subset of V . The number of vertices and edges of G are denoted by n and
m, respectively. In the following, a cut in G is a non-empty proper subset of the vertex set V = {1, . . . , n} of G. The
coboundary of a cut S ⊂ V is deﬁned as the subset of edges of E which have exactly one end in S and is denoted by
(S). For F ⊂ E, we write w(F) for ∑e∈Fwe and call the total weight of the coboundary w((S)) the weight of the
cut S. A cut of minimum weight is called a global minimum weight cut or simply mincut. The set of all mincuts of G
is denoted byM(G) and the weight of a mincut is denoted by (G).
A partition of V is a set of non-empty and pairwise disjoint subsets of V whose union equals V. A mincut partition
(MP) of G is a partition of V whose elements are mincuts of G. A partition P1 is called ﬁner than a partition P2 if every
element of P1 is included in some element of P2. If, in addition, P1 = P2, then P1 is called strictly ﬁner than P2. A
ﬁnest MP of G is an MP of G such that there is no strictly ﬁner MP of G. The set of all ﬁnest MPs of G is denoted by
FMP(G). We deﬁne (strictly) coarser and coarsest as opposites (Fig. 1).
How to compute a mincut in G is well understood. See Chekuri et al. [2], Jünger et al. [15], or Levine [19] for
overviews and computational comparisons of mincut algorithms. Every mincut M yields an MP {M,M} of G which
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Fig. 1. Visualization of ﬁner and coarser partitions.
may or may not be a ﬁnest MP where M denotes the complement of M in V. We propose a deterministic algorithm for
the following graph-theoretic problem:
Compute all ﬁnest mincut partitions of G.
This problem can be viewed as a graph partitioning or clustering problem. Such problems have numerous applications
in various disciplines. We show how ﬁnest MPs can be of beneﬁt for the exact solution of the general routing problem
(GRP) [24] and its special cases via the branch-and-cut method. In the application we describe, ﬁnest MPs are exactly
the partitions of interest. We shrink them in support graphs to make separation algorithms which are available for
the intensely studied traveling salesman problem (TSP) [13] applicable to the GRP and its special cases such as the
graphical TSP (GTSP) or rural postman problem (RPP).
We can assume that G is connected. Otherwise, the mincut weight is 0 (we deﬁne ∑e∈∅we = 0), every connected
component is a mincut, and the set of all connected components is the unique ﬁnest MP of G.
As a fundamental tool, we exploit the cactus representation of the setM(G) of mincuts of the connected graph G.
This representation introduced by Dinitz et al. [9] is essentially a graph denoted by H(G). It is well-known that G
has O(n2) mincuts [16]. The cactus H(G) has a space requirement of only O(n) and represents the inclusion- and
intersection-structure ofM(G).
We useH(G) to computeFMP(G) in an elegant way and assume thatH(G) is available. The proposed algorithm
computes ﬁnest MPs of G in O(pn) time and O(n) space where p |FMP(G)| is the number of actually computed
partitions. Here, O(n) is basically the space required byH(G); the O(pn) space required by the p computed partitions
is not counted. There are O(n) ﬁnest MPs in G. If the elements ofFMP(G) are not represented in an explicit form
by lists of vertices, but in a more implicit form usingH(G), thenFMP(G) can be computed in O(n) total time and
O(n) total space including the output. Using the cactus construction algorithm due to Fleischer [11], the cactusH(G)
can be constructed in the same time complexity O(nm log(n2/m)) that the algorithm due to Hao and Orlin [14] takes
to compute a mincut, and computing the complete setFMP(G) does not take more. Reducing the time complexity
required to constructH(G) from G immediately reduces the time complexity of the suggested algorithm to compute
FMP(G) from G. During the construction ofH(G), the algorithm in [11] requires O(n2) space.
The cactus representation of mincuts is outlined in Section 2. In Section 3 we characterize ﬁnest MPs of G viaH(G)
and make statements about ﬁnest MPs. Based on this characterization, the algorithm proposed in Section 4 computes
the complete setFMP(G). Section 5 describes an application in which ﬁnest MPs are the ideal partitions of a graph.
Section 6 concludes the paper.
2. The cactus representation of mincuts
We deﬁne a cactus as a connected simple graph in which every edge is within at most one cycle. There are two types
of edges in a cactus: cycle edges are in one cycle and tree edges are in none. For cacti we say node instead of vertex.
Let a cactus be given. Map the vertex set V of G to the node set of the given cactus. Then a subset (possibly ∅) of
V is associated with every node of the cactus. A node with which no v ∈ V is associated is called empty. Let C be a
cut in the cactus. Denote the vertices in V mapped to a node in C by V (C) and say that the vertex subset V (C) ⊂ V
is induced by the cut C. Fig. 2 depicts an example. For our purposes, a cactus has edge weights. All cycle edges have
the same positive weight and all tree edges have twice this weight.
IfM(G) = {V (C) | C is a mincut of the cactus}, then the cactus as a graph with super-vertices containing subsets
of V is called a cactus representation ofM(G) or a cactus of G. Every mincut of a cactus of G induces a mincut of G
and every mincut of G can be obtained at least once in this way.
The mincuts of a cactus of G are known and easy to compute. They can all be obtained either by removing two
different edges of a given cycle or by removing a single tree edge. In both cases a cactus is split into two connected
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Fig. 2. A graph G with 24 vertices and its canonical cactusH(G) with 23 nodes.
components. The nodes of each form a mincut of the cactus. By traversing such a component and collecting the vertices
assigned to nodes, we get the induced mincut M ∈M(G) of G in time O(|M|).
A cactus of G actually exists, see Dinitz et al. [9] or Naor and Vazirani [23]. Nagamochi and Kameda [21] show that
the canonical cactus of G (see below) has at most 2n nodes. The number of cactus edges is also O(n). A cactus of G
can be viewed as a condensed set of G’s mincuts. An explicit list of the O(n2) mincuts of G requires O(n3) space as
opposed to O(n) for the cactus of G.
There may be more than one cactus representation ofM(G). The representation can be made unique by requiring
additional properties. A cactus node whose removal splits a cactus into exactly k connected components is called a
k-way cut node. A cactus representation
(a) with no empty 2-way cut node which is the end of a tree edge and
(b) with no empty 3-way cut node
is called canonical [8,11,22] and is unique [21]. Every cactus of G can be transformed into the canonical cactus of G
[8,22] denoted byH(G). We refer to De Vitis [8], Fleischer [11], and Nagamochi et al. [22] for deterministic algorithms
constructingH(G) from G. See Fig. 2 for an example.
If a mincut of G, like {4, 18} in Fig. 2, is induced by more than one mincut ofH(G), then it is induced by exactly
two. Such a mincut of G is called a double mincut. Only empty 2-way cut nodes ofH(G) give rise to double mincuts,
see De Vitis [8].
An M ∈ M(G) obtained by removing two edges of a given cycle of H(G) is represented by the cycle. An
inclusionwise minimal mincut among the mincuts represented by a given cycle is a non-degenerate bead. An h-cycle is
a cycle with h edges. An h-cycle ofH(G) represents h non-degenerate beads. The mincuts of G obtained by removing
tree edges ofH(G) are called degenerate beads.
Every mincut of H(G) and every M ∈ M(G) can be described by at most two edges and a node of H(G). A
degenerate bead is described by {t, x} where t is a tree edge and x is an end of t . A non-degenerate bead is described
by {ci, cj , x} where both edges ci and cj are incident to x and on the same cycle. We agree that x ∈ C with V (C)=M .
We call x the anchor of the described bead. In Fig. 3 as well as in the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 we see:
Theorem 1 (Finest mincut). A mincut M of G cannot be partitioned further into mincuts of G if and only if M is a
bead with non-empty anchor.
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Fig. 3. A cactusH(G) comprising various ﬁnest MPs of a 70-vertex graph G.
3. Finest mincut partitions
The ‘ﬁner than’ relation deﬁnes a partial order on the set of all partitions of V which in turn induces a partial order
on the set of all MPs of G. Reformulating our goal, we want to compute all maximal elements in the set of MPs of G
relative to this partial order. The main result of this section is Theorem 8.
A k-partition is a partition with k elements and a bipartition is a 2-partition. A graph G with |V |2 has at least one
mincut M and therewith at least one ﬁnest MP since the mincut bipartition {M,M} is either a ﬁnest MP or it can be
transformed into a ﬁnest MP by partitioning M and M further. Let us begin with a characterization of the ﬁnest MPs
which are bipartitions.
Theorem 2. The ﬁnest MPs of G which are bipartitions are exactly the mincut bipartitions of G obtained by removing
from the cactusH(G) a tree edge whose ends are non-empty cactus nodes.
Proof. We refer to Figs. 2 and 3 for examples of the argumentations. (a) Remove a tree edge {a, b} ofH(G) where
both a and b are non-empty. Let A and B be the obtained degenerate beads including V ({a}) and V ({b}), respectively.
It is clear that {A,B} is a mincut bipartition. Since the only mincut of G which covers V ({a}) and which is included in
A is A itself, A cannot be partitioned further into mincuts of G. The same holds for B. (b) Remove a tree edge {a, b}
where w.l.o.g. the end b is empty. Then b has to be a cut node ofH(G). SinceH(G) is canonical, b can neither be a
2-way nor a 3-way cut node. Let C1, . . . , Ck (k > 3) be the mincuts ofH(G) obtained by removing b. Then w.l.o.g.
A = V (C1) is the degenerate bead obtained by removing {a, b} which includes V ({a}). The second degenerate bead
B = A can be partitioned into V (C2) to V (Ck), i.e., {A,B} is not a ﬁnest MP. (c) Let {A,B} be an MP of G obtained
by removing two edges of a cycle C ofH(G). Since every cycle ofH(G) has at least 3 edges, A or B is the union of
at least two consecutive non-degenerate beads represented by C. 
We call an MP {M1, . . . ,Mk} of G circular if the graph obtained from G by shrinking M1 to Mk is a cycle of length
k, i.e., a Hamiltonian cycle or tour.
Theorem 3. LetC be anh-cycle ofH(G)whose nodes are all non-empty. Then the non-degenerate beads {B1, . . . , Bh}
represented by C form a ﬁnest MP of G which is circular and all such partitions have this form.
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Proof. Obviously, {B1, . . . , Bh} is an MP of G. A mincut of G which is included in a Bi and which covers the vertices
contained in the non-empty cycle node ofC corresponding to Bi is Bi itself. Therefore, none of the Bi can be partitioned
further into mincuts. Thus, {Bi} ∈FMP(G). Lemma 4 implies that shrinking the Bi in G results in a cycle. The mincuts
in a circular MP are represented by the same cycle ofH(G). If one of these mincuts is not a bead, then it is the union
of at least two non-degenerate beads and can be partitioned further into non-degenerate beads represented by the cycle.
If the cycle node corresponding to a bead of the cycle is empty, then this bead can be partitioned further into mincuts
not represented by the cycle (in the case of an empty 2-way cut node, use thatH(G) is canonical). 
For two disjoint cuts U,W ⊂ V we write (U : W) for the set of edges with one end in U and one in W . We abbreviate
w((U : W)) by w(U : W). Lemma 4 (used in the proof above) is a direct consequence of the well-known Crossing
Mincuts Lemma which in turn follows from the submodularity of the cut function.
Lemma 4. Let Bi and Bj be two different non-degenerate beads of G which are both represented by the same cycle
C ofH(G). Then
w(Bi : Bj ) =
{ (G)
2 if Bi and Bj are consecutive beads represented by C,
0 otherwise (there is no edge in G between Bi and Bj ).
With Theorems 2 and 3 we can extract fromH(G) the ﬁnest MPs of G which are bipartitions or circular. These two
types of ﬁnest MPs play a special role in Section 5. Theorems 5 and 6 show that empty nodes inH(G) are crucial for
the existence of further ﬁnest MPs of G and for their extraction fromH(G).
Theorem 5. IfH(G) has no empty node, then every MP of G is either a bipartition or circular.
Proof. Consider an MP P of G.
Case (i) There is anM ∈M(G) inP obtained by removing a tree edge {a, b} ofH(G).W.l.o.g. we haveV ({a}) ⊂ M .
The only way to cover V ({b}) by a mincut disjoint from M is by the mincut M and P is the bipartition {M,M}.
Case (ii) If there is no mincut in P as in (i) then every mincut in P is the union of consecutive beads of a cycle of
H(G). It remains to show that all involved beads are represented by one and the same cycle. Let M ∈ P be arbitrary.
Let C be the cycle representing the beads that make up M . Assume there is a mincut M ′ ∈ P which is not a union of
consecutive beads of C. Since M ′ does not intersect with M , there is a bead B of C such that M ′B. We see that the
vertices ∅ = U ⊂ V contained in the node of C corresponding to the bead B cannot be covered by a mincut disjoint
from M and M ′. This shows that all mincuts inP are the union of consecutive beads of C. Using Lemma 4 we see that
shrinking the mincuts in P results in a cycle. 
Theorem 6. Let {Ci} be an MP of the full node set (including the empty nodes) ofH(G). Then the MP {V (Ci)} of G
is either a bipartition or circular.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5, but we start withH(G). Consider the MP {Ci} of the full node
set ofH(G).
Case (i) There is a mincut Ci∗ ∈ {Ci} ofH(G) obtained by removing a tree edge {a, b} ofH(G). W.l.o.g. a ∈ Ci∗ .
The only way to cover end node b by a mincut ofH(G) disjoint from Ci∗ is to cover b by Ci∗ . We have {Ci}={Ci∗ , Ci∗}
and the MP {V (Ci)} = {V (Ci∗), V (Ci∗)} of G is a bipartition.
Case (ii) This case is in the same sense analogous to Case (ii) in the proof of Theorem 5 as Case (i) is analogous to
Case (i) in the proof of Theorem 5. 
Using the cactus in Fig. 3 we give examples of what ﬁnest MPs of G look like inH(G). SinceH(G) contains all
relevant information, we do not display G.
Example 7. In Fig. 3, removing the tree edges t1 and t2 yields the ﬁnest mincut bipartitions {{1.10}, {11.70}} and
{{1.69}, {70}}, respectively. Removing the edges of cycle C yields an MP {{26}, {27}, {28, 29}, {30.33}, {rest}} in
FMP(G) which is circular. The ﬁnest MP {{18}, {19}, {rest}} of G generates a cycle of length 3 if its elements
are shrunk in G. The graph G has exactly 4 ﬁnest MPs which are neither bipartitions nor circular. The ﬁrst is
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{{37}, {38}, {39}, {40, 41}, {42, 43}, {44}, {45}, {46}, {rest}}, the second is {{1 − 3}, {4}, {5, 6}, {7}, {8}, {9.70}}, the
third is {{63}, {64, 65}, {66}, {67 − 70}, {rest}}, and the fourth has 16 mincuts.
We now have a good intuition of how ﬁnest MPs can be found inH(G). Let us proceed with a general characterization
of the ﬁnest MPs of G viaH(G). The crucial point of the following theorem is that it is by far easier to compute the
desired objects inH(G) than to detectFMP(G) directly in G.
The set of nodes of H(G) is denoted by N. The set of empty and non-empty nodes is denoted by N◦ and N•,
respectively. A cover of N• ⊂ N is a set of subsets of N ⊃ N◦ where every node of N• is in at least one of these
subsets.
Theorem 8 (Characterization of ﬁnest mincut partitions). The ﬁnest MPs of G are in one-to-one correspondence
with the ﬁnest covers of N• ⊂ N by pairwise disjoint mincuts ofH(G). Such a cover {C1, . . . , Ck} corresponds to
{V (C1), . . . , V (Ck)} ∈FMP(G).
Proof. We deﬁne a map fromFMP(G) to the set of ﬁnest covers of N• ⊂ N by pairwise disjoint mincuts ofH(G)
and show that  is bijective.
(a) LetF = {M1, . . . ,Mk} ∈ FMP(G). Deﬁne (F) as {C1, . . . , Ck} where V (Ci) = Mi , i.e., Ci is the mincut
ofH(G) inducing Mi . Indeed, by Lemma 9, the ﬁnest MPF contains only mincuts that are induced by exactly one
mincut ofH(G). The set {Ci} covers N• since {Mi} covers V . The cover {Ci} is a ﬁnest cover: If there is a Ci0 with
i0 ∈ {1, . . . , k} that can be split in two mincuts C′ and C′′ ofH(G), then Mi0 =V (Ci0) can be split in V (C′), V (C′′) ∈
M(G) which contradicts F ∈ FMP(G). We check that the Ci are pairwise disjoint. Let Cj , C ∈ {C1, . . . , Ck}
with j =  and Cj ∩ C = ∅. If Cj ∩ C contains a non-empty node, we have Mj ∩ M = ∅ which contradicts
{Mi} ∈ FMP(G). Otherwise, sinceH(G) is canonical, Cj ∩ C contains exactly one empty node. Only cut nodes
can be empty. The only possibility is that Cj and C intersect in an empty 2-way cut node. We see that Mj and M are
(complementary) double mincuts which contradicts Lemma 9. In summary,  is a map fromFMP(G) to the required
codomain.
(b) LetF1,F2 ∈FMP(G). From(F1)=(F2) directly followsF1=F2, i.e., is injective. Let {C1, . . . , Ck}
be any ﬁnest cover of N• ⊂ N by pairwise disjoint mincuts of H(G). Checking F := {V (C1), . . . , V (Ck)} ∈
FMP(G) and (F) = {C1, . . . , Ck} is straightforward, i.e.,  is surjective. 
Lemma 9. A ﬁnest MP of G cannot contain a double mincut of G.
Proof. A double mincut M ∈M(G) is induced by exactly two mincuts C1 and C2 ofH(G) that differ by an empty
2-way cut node [8]. SinceH(G) is canonical, this empty node cannot be incident to a tree edge and is therefore incident
to exactly two cycles ofH(G). Since every cycle ofH(G) has length at least 3, we know that C1 ∩ C2 and therewith
M = V (C1) = V (C2) can be partitioned further into at least 2 mincuts. 
The number of MPs of G may be large. If H(G) has long cycles, we have combinatorial explosion: An h-cycle
represents
(
h
k
)
mincut k-partitions of G. The situation is different if we focus on the ﬁnest (or coarsest) MPs of G.
Theorem 10. There are O(n) ﬁnest and O(n2) coarsest MPs in G.
Proof. G hasO(n2) mincuts [16] and therewithO(n2) mincut bipartitions which are exactly the coarsest MPs. (Exactly
the ﬁnest MPs of G having 2 elements are both ﬁnest and coarsest MPs of G.) Since the cactusH(G) has O(n) nodes,
it also has O(n) edges and cycles. Using Theorems 2 and 3 we see that G has O(n) ﬁnest MPs which are bipartitions
and O(n) ﬁnest MPs which are circular. With Theorems 8 and 6 we see that G cannot have more ﬁnest MPs which are
neither bipartitions nor circular thanH(G) has empty nodes (O(n)). In summary, G has O(n) ﬁnest MPs. 
In Fig. 4 we give an example of a cactusH(G) comprising |N◦| = n/3 empty nodes and n/3 resulting ﬁnest
MPs of G which are neither bipartitions nor circular, i.e., the number of such ﬁnest MPs can be roughly proportional
to n. Each of the |N•| non-empty nodes contains one vertex of G.
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Fig. 4. A cactusH(G) comprising many empty nodes and resulting ﬁnest MPs.
Let us mention a mincut partitioning problem in which the number of mincuts in a partition is not free but ﬁxed. Let
k ∈ {2, . . . , n} be a constant. Consider the problem of computing all partitions of V into exactly k mincuts of G. While
some graphs have no such partition, others have many. We refer to [27,30].
4. The algorithm
Since ﬁnest MPs of G which are bipartitions or circular are easy to extract from H(G), the main part of the
algorithm in Fig. 5 focuses on the extraction of the remaining elements ofFMP(G). Some applications (Section 5)
are not interested in and want to skip the bipartitions and circular partitions.
Using Theorem 8, we only work with H(G). Because of Theorem 6, the algorithm repeatedly chooses an empty
node u ofH(G) and constructs the unique ﬁnest cover of N• ⊂ N by pairwise disjoint mincuts ofH(G) not covering
u. The node u and all further empty nodes yielding the same ﬁnest cover of N• are blocked so that a different element
ofFMP(G) is computed next time.
The while-loop in Fig. 5 is a detailed description of the construction of a ﬁnest cover of N• by pairwise disjoint
mincuts ofH(G) not containing u. The array r indicates via which edge a node has been reached when a part of the
cactus is traversed during such a construction. To understand the role of the set U , consider the non-empty cactus cut
node in Fig. 3 containing the vertex 62.
Theorem 11 (Correctness). The algorithm in Fig. 5 correctly computes exactly all ﬁnest MPsFMP(G) of the con-
nected graph G.
Proof. Every element inserted intoF describes a mincut. Every such element describes a bead with non-empty anchor
which, according to Theorem 1, cannot be partitioned further into mincuts. Because of the structure of a cactus, the
elements of F always describe pairwise disjoint mincuts of H(G) and G. The while-loop is only completed if the
mincuts described byF cover N•. Hence, wheneverF is reported after the while-loop, the elements ofF describe a
ﬁnest cover of N• ⊂ N by pairwise disjoint mincuts. By Theorem 8, this cover induces a ﬁnest MP of G.
Since the outer for-loop runs over all empty nodes of H(G), every ﬁnest MP of G is computed at least once
(Theorem 6). Since the empty nodes encountered within the while-loop are blocked via the array r , every ﬁnest MP of
G is computed only once.
The use of set U ensures that traversing the cactus to buildF is not interrupted by a non-empty cut node already
reached as part of another cycle in an earlier iteration of the outer for-loop. 
A ﬁnest MP of G described by the elements ofF in the algorithm can be reported in two ways which determine the
required space and time:
Implicitly: O(|F|) space and time ifF is reported as sets {t, x} or {ci, cj , x}.
Explicitly: O(n) space and time ifF is reported as lists of vertices of G.
Theorem 12 (Efﬁciency). The space (including the output) as well as time required by the algorithm in Fig. 5 is as
follows. O(n) and O(n2) ifFMP(G) is computed in the implicit and explicit form, respectively.
Proof. Let us investigate the space and time complexity of the algorithm.
Space: Since the inputH(G) has O(n) nodes and edges, the array r and the setsF, U , and T together never require
more than O(n) space. TraversingH(G) to ﬁnd the ﬁnest MPs which are bipartitions or circular requires O(n) space.
Writing down the mincut descriptions of all O(n) ﬁnest MPsF of G requires O(n) space in total since every edge of
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Fig. 5. An algorithm for the computation of all ﬁnest mincut partitions of G.
H(G) appears at most twice. (Only cycle edges may appear twice.) Storing a ﬁnest MP of G as vertex lists requires
O(n) space which results in O(n2) for the O(n) ﬁnest MPs of G.
Time: We assume that an incident edge, an adjacent node, and an edge type inH(G) can be accessed in constant
time. The descriptions of ﬁnest MPs of G which are bipartitions or circular can obviously be found by traversingH(G)
once. In the main part of the algorithm, an edge ofH(G) is never traversed more than once. A given edge is traversed
in at most one of the while-loops traversing a subgraph ofH(G). Therefore, the algorithm requires O(n) time in total
if the found ﬁnest MPsF are reported implicitly. Extracting each of the O(n) implicitly givenF fromH(G) so that
explicit vertex lists are obtained takes O(n2) in total sinceH(G) is traversed completely for eachF. 
Constructing the inputH(G) using the algorithm due to Fleischer [11] takes the same time complexityO(nm log(n2/
m)) as the mincut algorithm of Hao and Orlin [14]. We refer to Reinelt and Wenger [28] for an implementation.
5. Application to routing problems
We apply ﬁnest MPs in the branch-and-cut approach to certain routing problems.We assume familiarity with the basics
of branch-and-cut and the TSP. The idea is to shrink GRP to TSP support graphs such that existing implementations of
TSP separation algorithms can be used without modiﬁcation in a branch-and-cut code for the GRP where ﬁnest MPs
give the ideal shrinking possibilities. Thus, the GRP can directly beneﬁt from the extensive research invested in the
TSP without having to transform the GRP to the TSP.
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5.1. The general routing problem and its special cases
To deﬁne the GRP (introduced in [24], compare also [17]), consider a connected graph weighted by non-negative
travel costs ce. Let VR (ER) be a subset of the vertex (edge) set. The GRP is the problem of ﬁnding a minimum cost
route (closed walk) visiting the required vertices VR and the required edges ER.
The GRP has the GTSP (all vertices are required, ER = ∅), Steiner GTSP (ER = ∅), RPP (VR = ∅), and Chinese
postman problem (all edges are required) as special cases. What we propose applies to all these routing problems.
A (non-trivial) GRP instance can be transformed into one with vertex set VR and unaltered required edges ER [4,1].
We assume that all vertices are required. The vertex sets of connected components of the graph (VR, ER) are called
R-sets. They form an n-partition of VR where n is the number of R-sets.
In the literature there are two integer models for the GRP. For both, a variable xe in a feasible solution x, called
semitour, counts the following:
(a) the number of times edge e is traversed if e /∈ER and
(b) the number of times e is traversed minus 1 if e ∈ ER.
Corberán–Sanchis: In [6,7] an unbounded model is proposed with integer variable vector x0 indexed by the edges
of the instance.
Ghiani–Laporte: There is a dominance relation in [12] saying that there is an optimal solution x with xe ∈ {0, 1, 2}
such that only a restricted number of x-variables may be 2 and it can be computed before solving the instance which
x-variables. By replacing each of these variables by pairs of binary variables, a binary integer program model can be
achieved [12].
Consider a graph with vertex set VR weighted by a fractional solution x∗ computed by a branch-and-cut code for the
GRP. We shrink the R-sets where multiple edges are added together and drop edges with weight 0 to obtain the
n-vertex graph G = (V ,E,w) for which we compute ﬁnest MPs.
By shrinking the R-sets we get rid of the parts of semitours which deviate from GTSP tours so that the TT-form [20]
TSP cutting planes we compute are, after zero-lifting [20], valid for the unbounded and bounded GRP models above
(compare [7,30]). An alternative to shrinking R-sets is to use the transformation from the GRP to the GTSP proposed
by Letchford [18].
5.2. Shrinking ﬁnest mincut partitions
We deﬁne a TSP support graph as a strictly positively weighted graph in which every vertex is a mincut and the mincut
weight is 2 (then the edge weights are in ]0; 1] for at least 3 vertices). Many TSP separation algorithms, especially
existing implementations, start with a TSP support graph. We transform a graph G obtained by shrinking R-sets into a
TSP support graph.
Remark 13. Every TSP support graph has exactly one ﬁnest MP.
For all G we encountered in the GRP context the mincut weight (G) is 2 and we take this as a prerequisite. (It
is possible to construct GRP instances where (G)> 2.) Shrinking the elements of an MP of G yields a TSP support
graph since all vertices v of G with w((v))> 2 are covered by mincuts of G yielding super-vertices of weight 2 when
shrunk.
The most desirable MPs of G are the ﬁnest MPs since shrinking the elements in them destroys as little as possible
of G while yielding TSP support graphs.
If we shrink a ﬁnest MP of G which is a bipartition or circular, we obtain a graph for which no TSP cutting plane
exists. A TSP support graph obtained by shrinking one of the remaining ﬁnest MPs of G is reduced further by safely
shrinking so-called shrinkable mincuts due to Padberg and Rinaldi [25]. Safe shrinking again yields a TSP support
graph and there is a TSP cutting plane after safe shrinking if there was one before. For example, paths of edges of
weight 1 can be safely shrunk to a single edge of weight 1. By Lemma 4, such paths emerge if consecutive beads are
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Table 1
Root node computational results for some GRP instances
Instance [5] [29] STD +TSP OPT %GC
alba-3-1 5703 5704 5704 5714 5732 35
alba-3-3 6189 6189 6189 6199 6201 83
madr-5-3 6949 6938 6939 6941 6955 12
madr-3-1 8672 8680 8675 8676 8680 20
madr-3-3 8526 8547 8546 8547 8555 11
madr-3-5 8745 8750 8746 8746 8755 0
pcb1 – 605,683 603,646 605,539 605,683 93
pcb2 – 743,424 680,831 682,965 753,237 2
shrunk. A TT-form cutting plane found by running a TSP separation algorithm on a TSP support graph is zero-lifted to
get a cutting plane for the original problem. This zero-lifting reverses the shrinking of the R-sets, of a ﬁnest MP, and
of shrinkable mincuts.
5.3. Computational experiences
How effective is the proposed separation scheme for the GRP exploiting TSP separation algorithms? We implemented
it and report root node lower bounds.
We found that the TSP support graphs obtained by shrinking a ﬁnest MP in G and then applying safe Padberg–Rinaldi
shrinking only rarely have more than 10 vertices for the standard GRP testbed. This motivated us to scan the known
linear descriptions of small TSP polytopes [3] for violated inequalities. Any TSP separation algorithm yielding TT-form
cutting planes can be used.
Table 1 lists results for difﬁcult Albaida [5], Madrigueras [5], and Printed Circuit Board [26] GRP instances. We list
the bounds achieved by Corberán et al. [5] and Theis [29]. The bounds in column ‘STD’ were obtained with an update
of the code in [29] but without separating regular path-bridge inequalities. We refer to [5,10,12] for descriptions of GRP
inequalities. Column ‘+TSP’ lists the bounds achieved if TSP cutting planes were computed as described above and
added on top of ‘STD’. Column ‘OPT’ gives the optimum solution values. We list to what percentage the gap between
STD and OPT was closed by the TSP cutting planes and conclude that considerable gap closures can be achieved.
Table 1 demonstrates the potential of the proposed separation scheme. Since the implementation is not polished, we
do not provide running times.
We found TSP cutting planes for most TSP support graphs obtained by the outlined scheme shrinking ﬁnest MPs.
Some TSP separation algorithms, including our scan of linear descriptions of TSP polytopes, do not rely on TSP support
graphs as input. We also randomly contracted edges [16] in G to obtain small graphs, but these rarely yielded TSP
cutting planes [30]. TT-form inequalities have a better chance of violation if a graph has low total weight and TSP
support graphs are the ideal graphs in this sense. Altogether, there are two motivations to shrink ﬁnest MPs to obtain
TSP support graphs:
• To be able to use separation algorithms relying on TSP support graphs.
• To get promising small graphs as input for further separation algorithms.
6. Summary and conclusions
We presented an algorithm for the computation of all ﬁnest MPs of an undirected n-vertex graph G with strictly
positive edge weights. It is based on a characterization of the ﬁnest MPs of G via the canonical cactus representation
H(G) of all mincuts of G and requiresO(n2) time to compute theO(n) ﬁnest MPs explicitly as lists of vertices ifH(G)
is available. Finest MPs which are bipartitions or cycle-generating when shrunk play a special role and the empty nodes
in H(G) are crucial for the existence and extraction of the remaining ﬁnest MPs of G from H(G). Combinatorial
explosion may occur if we set out to compute all MPs. The problem of ﬁnding a ﬁnest MP can be viewed as a speciﬁc
graph partitioning or clustering problem.
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We described an application of ﬁnest MPs in the branch-and-cut approach to the GRP and its special cases such
as the GTSP or RPP. We have transformed GRP to TSP support graphs by shrinking ﬁnest MPs—in some sense the
ideal shrinking possibilities—and obtained promising TSP support graphs which can be used as input for existing TSP
separation algorithms. Resulting TT-form TSP cutting planes are valid for the GRP and can lead to considerable gap
closures in the root node of the branch-and-cut tree. Their full potential will become clearer as soon as much larger
GRP instances are tackled.
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